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A Tale of Two Napas: Growth of the Napa Valley Highlights Stagnation of the Berryessa Valley
According to the Napa Valley Visitor
Profile 2018 study, the Napa Valley has
been booming economically for many
years. Annual visitor volume has risen to
3.85 million visitors in 2018, up 8.9 percent
from 3.5 million two years ago.

opportunities at Lake Berryessa. There was
a response by nine companies to the RFII
and a positive initial report from Ragatz
Realty on August 1, 2017. On October 16,
2018, the Board of Supervisors received a
report from staff and provided direction on
a
Day trip visitors are the single the largest possible phasing plan.
component of Napa Valley's visitor
volume, comprising 2.4 million visitors, or
62.3 percent of all visitors. The second
largest segment of visitors are persons
staying in Napa Valley lodging, at 1.2
million visitors. (See chart on back page.)

Where Are They Now?
A 2005 study concluded that a maximum of 1.8 million annual visitors had come to
Lake Berryessa. The total number of visitors over 22 years: was 37,768,594 with an
average number of visitors per year at 1,510,745. Visitation statistics projected that
visitation could reach more than 2.4 million by the year 2020. However, present
visitation (2009-2019) is estimated to be only 400,000.

Conversely, a Bureau of Reclamation
report in 2005 said that Lake Berryessa
once averaged more than 1.5 million
visitors annually, with a maximum of 1.8
million. That compares favorably to the
Napa Valley’s 3.85 million in 2018. But
Lake Berryessa’s visitor numbers dropped
to only 408,000 in 2014, after the seven
existing resorts were closed in 2009 and
millions of dollars of existing infrastructure
was unnecessarily demolished.

Now three years later, Napa Valley’s
visitors are spending $2.2 BILLION per
year supporting 16,000 jobs. The Napa
Valley's visitor industry generated $85.08
million in tax revenues for governmental
entities in Napa Valley.

But the County and the Bureau of
Reclamation are still trying to reach a
On June 21, 2016, (Note: That was three managing partner agreement. They remain
years ago!) the Napa County Board of apart on such issues as how to share future
Supervisors directed staff to enter into financial risks during the initial phases.
negotiations for a Managing Partner Supervisors Pedroza and Dillon traveled to
Agreement between the County and the Washington, D.C. to talk with BOR
officials there and heard all the right things.
Bureau of Reclamation.
But
the Washington office says the county
On December 6, 2016, the Board of
Supervisors entered into a Memorandum of must make sure the regional office is
Understanding (MOU) with the Bureau of supportive. The regional office says the
Reclamation to gauge the commercial county needs to talk with the Washington
interest in Lake Berryessa and determine if office. “That process is what gives
the types and scope of recreation government a bad name,” Pedroza said.
opportunities are of interest to potential “That level of bureaucracy needs to stop.”
developers. Under this MOU, the County,
at its own expense and authority, developed
a Request for Information/Interest (RFII) in
Lake Berryessa concessions.
Also on December 6, 2016 Ragatz Realty
was contracted to identify concession

for services, boosting the county cost to an
estimated $1.8 million to $2.5 million
annually. Then there are expenses the
county would incur if it managed resort
redevelopment. County officials estimate
the cost at $770,000 annually for a
concessions manager, concessions planner
and administrative support.
But the potential is there.
County income from resort
redevelopment
would
include
transient
occupancy taxes and sales
taxes. If the county leads
the effort, it would receive
franchise
fees
from
concessionaires. The Ragatz report
documented the market possibilities. But
county officials fear the franchise fees
won’t bring in money for two to five years
into the redevelopment effort and are
concerned about the time lag for the
revitalized resorts to bring in money.
Reclamation proposed to share county
losses related to resort management for
three years, capped at $100,000 annually.
The supervisors want Reclamation to
consider an initial five-year commitment,
equal cost sharing of county concession
management costs, further discussion on
county law enforcement costs, and further
discussion on in-kind services.

One key issue has been the time period for
resort concession contracts. The county
wants to offer 55-year contracts with 10year extensions, saying this would allow
concessionaires building infrastructure
Lake Berryessa resort redevelopment time to recoup their investments.
would cost the County money, no matter So while a thriving economy exists less than
who leads a successful effort. For example, 20 miles away in the Napa Valley, a
the County provides law enforcement to the depressed economy is struggling along in
lake area at a cost of $1.4 million annually. the Berryessa Valley. Thankfully, the Napa
More lake visitors would mean more call County Board of Supervisors remain

supportive of a Lake Berryessa revival.
The irony is that most of the difficult
financial issues being faced at Lake
Berryessa are the result of the Bureau of
Reclamation’s own past management and
policy failures.
But again Reclamation refuses to take
much responsibility for helping repair the
damage. As with any bureaucracy, the
people most responsible for destroying
the Lake Berryessa community have
either been promoted or have retired. So
who in Reclamation really cares?
The Bureau of Relamation owes the Lake
Berryessa community and Napa County
BIG TIME! Three years with no progress
is ridiculous. Let's get this done!

*********
A Call To Action:
Sample Letter: Dear Mr. Lessard,
Personally Demand the Return of Big
Island Lagoon and Steele Canyon
There is no such legal designation as a
Cove to 5MPH Zones For Family
"Non-Motorized Zone" or "Electric
Recreation!
Trolling Motors Only" restriction
It's time for all friends of Lake Berryessa applicable to Lake Berryessa.
to be heard after more than ten years of an In a highly unpopular move with no real
illegitimate restriction created with no public support the Bureau of Reclamation
public input and little public support. arbitrarily closed Big Island Lagoon, a
Please read the Special Report below traditional family boating rest area, to
showing that the Bureau of Reclamation's motorized recreation more than ten years
actions
were
invalid
and
are ago.
unenforceable.
Then
let
your
representatives know how you feel. It's The 2006 Record of Decision itself
defined this illegitimate restriction as only
been long enough!
temporary until Reclamation adopted the
Below is a letter I've sent to Drew Lessard, Water and Land Use Recreation
Reclamation Area Manager, that you can Opportunities Spectrum (WALROS) use as a sample. Please write as many which it did in 2009. But Reclamation
letters as you can and forward this email to took no action.
your family, friends, and others you know
The conclusion is that since there was
who care about Lake Berryessa.
neither public input nor public support for
Drew Lessard, Area Manager
this arbitrary action; there was no statutory
Central California Area Office
authority or other justification for
7794 Folsom Dam Road
Reclamation's decision; there is no
Folsom CA 95630-1799
enforcement authority applicable to these
DLessard@usbr.gov
arbitrary designations; there was no
Ernest Conant, Regional Director
analysis of need; and the action is in
Mid Pacific Regional Office
opposition to Reclamation's stated
Federal Office Building
purpose to support and expand recreation
2800 Cottage Way
at Lake Berryessa, the Bureau of
Sacramento CA 95825-1898
Reclamation should immediately rescind
Fax 916-978-5005
its action and return Big Island Lagoon
David Palumbo, Deputy Commissioner and Steele Canyon Cove to their long-term
5 MPH status in anticipation of the 2019
Bureau of Reclamation
recreation season.
1849 C Street NW
Washington DC 20240-0001
*****
fax: 202-513-0319
Special Report
As a follow up to show your support, you
Executive Summary: There Is No Such
may want to email our two Lake Berryessa
Legal Designation As A "Nonsupervisors who have been negotiating
Motorized Zone" Or "Electric Trolling
with
Reclamation
regarding
the
Motors Only" Restriction At Lake
Managing Partner Agreement to have
Berryessa
Napa County take over managing the lake
resorts. They are as frustrated as we are In a highly unpopular move with no real
with Reclamation's lack of action. The public support the Bureau of Reclamation
other supervisors also support the Lake arbitrarily closed Big Island Lagoon, a
traditional family boating rest area, to
Berryessa community.
motorized recreation more than ten years
Alfredo Pedroza ago. This action was taken with no public
alfredo.pedroza@countyofnapa.org
input, no supporting data, no analysis of
Diane Dillon need, nor any evaluation of its effects on
Diane.Dillon@countyofnapa.org

Some Everyday Technologies That Came From
The Space Program
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Air purifcation: In the ‘90s when NASA began studying
whether or not astronauts would be able to survive longterm space missions, the research resulted in an air
purification technology widely used by consumers.
Athletic shoes: A process referred to as "blow rubber
molding" used in producing helmets was applied to
create hollow shoe soles to be filled with shockabsorbing materials.

lake users, violating Reclamation’s own safety issues related to the shared use of 5
policies and the requirements of the MPH areas by non-motorized and
National Environmental Protection Act. motorized watercraft.
Monitoring of the area for the many years
has shown there has been no appreciable
use by non-motorized watercraft such as
kayaks. This action simply created a
wasted recreational resource that had
previously been used by thousands of
boaters on a regular basis. This area was an
historical 5 MPH zone and a heavily-used
family recreation gathering spot. It
provided a quiet, safe respite from the
activity on the main lake.

The 2005 Final Environmental Impact
Statement (FEIS) and 2006 Record of
Decision (ROD) noted no safety or
environmental issues.
The 2006 ROD also stated that no changes
would be made until the Public Forum
referenced in this same section was
created. Peter Kilkus first raised this issue
in a formal recommendation to
Reclamation on December 26, 2012. The
recommendation was ignored. The
subject was never discussed at any of the
public forums held beginning in early
2013 until it was again brought up by
Kilkus at the November 14, 2018 forum
meeting. Drew Lessard, Area Manager,
agreed to review the proposal.

Hidden on a map in the 2006 Record of
Decision are two designations of "nonmotorized zone". One is Big Island
Lagoon. The other is Steele Park Cove
(aka Willi's Cove). The Big Island lagoon
entrances now have several buoys stating
"Electric Trolling Motor Only" but no
The conclusion is that since there was
signs stating "non-motorized zone".
neither public input nor public support for
Although warning buoys were placed at this arbitrary action; there was no statutory
Big Island, they were not installed at authority or other justification for
Steele Park Cove. The “electric trolling Reclamation’s decision; there is no
motors only” warning can potentially be enforcement authority applicable to these
interpreted to mean that no kayaks, arbitrary designations; there was no
canoes, paddleboards, bass boats, patio analysis of need; and the action is in
boats, or other watercraft will be allowed opposition to Reclamation’s stated
in the area without a trolling motor purpose to support and expand recreation
at Lake Berryessa, the Bureau of
attached.
Reclamation should immediately rescind
Monitoring of the area for many years has
its action and return Big Island Lagoon
shown there has been no appreciable use
and Steele Canyon Cove to their long-term
by non-motorized watercraft such as
5 MPH status in anticipation of the 2019
kayaks, canoes, or paddleboards.
recreation season.
Statistical reports confirm that there are no

Baby formula: More than 90 percent of baby formulas
now contain a nutritional enrichment ingredient that is
the result of NASA-sponsored research that “explored
the potential of algae as a recycling agent for longduration space travel,”.
Camera phones: Back in the 1990s, a team from the Jet
Propulsion Laboratory worked to create a camera small
enough to fit on a spacecraft. Today, a third of all
cameras contain this technology.
CT scans and MRIs: NASA scientists pioneered digital
signal processing to produce computer-improved
images of the Moon during various Apollo missions.
That breakthrough is the basis for the machinery used
for CT scans and MRIs.
Cordless vacuums and power tools: Your cordless,
handheld tools were inspired by a portable drill used to
extract core samples from below the surface of the
moon. The computer program used to develop that drill
was designed by Black & Decker.
Ear thermometers: An aural thermometer developed by
Diatek Corporation and NASA uses infrared astronomy
technology to measure the amount of energy emitted by
the eardrum the same way the temperature of stars and
planets is measured.
GPS navigation: According to Spinoff, "NASA
monitors the integrity of global GPS data in real time for
the U.S. Air Force, which administers the positioning
service worldwide."
Mylar: Mylar was invented in the 1950s to protect
NASA's spacecraft from the sun's heat and to also keep
them insulated.
Scratch-resistant lenses: Work done at Ames Research
Center on coatings for astronaut helmet visors inspired
some of the earliest research into effective scratchresistant coatings for prescription and sunglass lenses.
Temper foam: Originally designed to improve crash
protection, the material known as "memory foam" has
been incorporated into household products such as
mattresses and pillows.
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Onion Headlines
Chase CEO Giving Commencement Speech
Pledges To Double Whole Class’s Student Loan
Debt
India Continues Surge Towards Status As First
World Nation By Reelecting Racist, Right-Wing
Authoritarian
Urban Outfitters Introducing Clothing Rental
Service

6 generations 1 passion
Open Friday, Saturday, Sunday 11 AM to 5 PM
Monday to Thursday by appt: 707-963-0717
2950 Sage Canyon Road (HWay 128)
www.nicheliniwinery.com

Geologists Uncover Slab Of Amber Containing
Perfectly Preserved Adam And Eve

Lake Berryessa Boater Outreach Program, Summer
2019: The Interns Are Back!
Businessman Mortified To Discover He’s Been My name is Kaitlin Evans. I am completing my last semester
at CSU Sacramento in Environmental Studies with a minor
Wearing Suit Backwards All Day
in Biology. I enjoy volunteering
with local organizations that help to
New Employee Confused By Office Espresso
clean waste, plant trees, and educate
Machine Just Returns To Desk With Mug Of Hot
my
community
about
the
Water
importance of land stewardship. I
enjoy camping, backpacking, and
Adrenaline-Fueled Mother Lifts Heavy Child From
mountain biking. I excited for the
Car
opportunity to work at
Lake
Song Banged Out In Half Hour By Professional
Berryessa this summer on public
Songwriters To Define Teenager’s Personality For
education about the importance of
water quality as a vital component of
Next Two Years
the overall health of our watershed.
The Onion To Fold - “The Most Ridiculous
Headlines We Can Come Up With End Up In Real My name is Mike Jian. I am in the process of obtaining my
master’s degree in Chemistry at the
Newspapers”
California
State
University,
Band's bongo player uncertain if people realize just
Fresno. On my free time you can
how fucking hard he's working onstage.
find me either rock climbing,
reading historical fiction novels
Alabama Secedes From 21st Century
(especially during the World War
Your Mom’s Second Cousin’s Roommate Declares
I/II era), or playing hide-and-seek
Candidacy for 2020 Democratic Nomination.
with my three dogs. I took this
internship, because I love the
3 US States Ban Wheelchairs - If God Wanted The
outdoors and want to take the effort
Crippled To Walk, They Would
to protect the environment by educating boaters at Lake
New Flat Earth Museum So Big, Architects Had To Berryessa. I hope to enhance my teaching skills by
Take Earth's Curvature Into Account.
interacting with boaters as I aspire to be a teacher.
"Drinking Water At Each Meal Likely To Cause
Fatal Cancer," Reports National Soda Council.
OPINION: Trump May Not Be Able To Rely On
His Raw Sex Appeal To Get Re-Elected With
Bernie In The Mix
Homebuyer Seeks Only Highest-Quality
Dwellings In Which To Spend Every Waking
Moment At Computer
Not Having Bones Broken Repeatedly In Awful
Sport Referred To As "Staying Healthy"

The Lake Berryessa News

www.LakeBerryessaNews.com
Peter Kilkus
1515 Headlands Drive
Napa, CA 94558
Without The Lake Berryessa News
there would be no Lake Berreyssa news.
pkilkus@gmail.com
Most editions of The Lake Berryessa News since 2005 are
available as downloadable, searchable PDF files at
www.lakeberryessanews.com/archives/

Scenic Creekside Setting on 68 Abundant Acres!
http://popevalleyrealestate.com/#intro

Vaulted Ceiling
Living Room w/
Large Window
Large Open
Kitchen w/
Stainless Steel
Appliances,
Center Island,
Bar Seating

AMBER PAYNE
REALTOR
CalBre#: 01302244
707-235-1124
888-864-4133 (fax)
www.amberpayne.net
amberp@terrafirmaglobal
partners.com

Expansive
Master Suite w/
Large updated single story home with detached garage, studio, Master Bath

A Gardner's Paradise!

chicken coop, livestock pen and pastures.Year round creek with
fish and swimming hole, otters, wildlife. Large irrigated veggie
garden and fruit tree orchard. Abundance of wildflowers.

Octagon House on 10 Scenic Acres!

$599,900

1,684 Sq. Ft.

http://octagonhouseon10acres.com/

3 Bedrms, 2 Baths
Master Bdrm w/Open
Cathedral Ceiling
AMBER PAYNE
REALTOR

Radiant Heat Flooring
Guest Bdrm/Bath
Downstairs

CalBre#: 01302244
707-235-1124
888-864-4133 (fax)
www.amberpayne.net
amberp@terrafirmaglobalp
artners.com

Open Kitchen w/
Custom Oak Cabinets
Above ground Pool &
Pool House

5310 Monticello Road

Artistic Decor
Uniquely designed custom-built two story home. Gorgeous oak tree Throughout
park-like setting with beautiful open space, abundant wildlife.
Workshop/Artist studio. Open octagon ceiling, incredible views.

$855,000

Single Story Lake View at Lake Berryessa!
www.SteeleCanyonRoad.com

1,632 Sq. Ft.
3 Bedrms, 2 Baths
Great Deck

AMBER PAYNE
REALTOR

Large Fenced Yard

CalBre#: 01302244
707-235-1124
888-864-4133 (fax)
www.amberpayne.net
amberp@terrafirmaglobalp
artners.com

Boat & RV Parking
Lots of Extra Room

1325 Steele Canyon Road

Single story 3 bedroom, 2 bath home features an open
floor plan with an enclosed sunroom on a corner lot.

$439,000

Live At Lake Berryessa!
www.HeadlandsDrive.com

3,031 Sq. Ft.
Spacious floor plan

4 Bedrms, 3 Baths
AMBER PAYNE
REALTOR

Huge Master Suite
with Fireplace

CalBre#: 01302244
707-235-1124
888-864-4133 (fax)
www.amberpayne.net
amberp@terrafirmaglobalp
artners.com

Family Room w/
Wet Bar
2 Car Garage &
Loft (20' Ceiling)

1085 Headlands Drive

Paved Boat & RV
Parking

Quality Built Spanish Style Custom Home
Lots of Storage
Only minutes to the beautiful blue waters of Lake Berryessa.
Spacious floor plan with formal living room & dining room. $579,000
Kitchen with granite counters and Mexican paver tiles.

June 2019 Horoscopes

www.BerryessaHighands.com

1,049 Sq. Ft.
3 Bedrms, 2 Baths
Master Suite,
Kitchen, Dining
Area Open Onto
Decks With Magical
Sunsets & Views

AMBER PAYNE
REALTOR
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Filtered Lake Views
2 Car Garage

Live the Lake Berryessa Lifestyle!
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CalBre#: 01302244
707-235-1124
888-864-4133 (fax)
www.amberpayne.net
amberp@terrafirmaglobalp
artners.com

Terraced Rear
Yard

318 Black Oak Lane
Visit for the outdoor recreation...or LIVE the Lifestyle!
Located at beautiful Lake Berryessa this meticulously
maintained single story home captures treasured views!

Lemon, Orange,
Lavender, Roses!
1 Car Garage

$430,000

Darling Home at Lake Berryessa!
www.arroyolinda.com

3 Bedrms, 2 Baths
Living Room w/
Wood Floors
Central Heat & Air

AMBER PAYNE
REALTOR

Kitchen w/Tile
Counters

CalBre#: 01302244
707-235-1124
888-864-4133 (fax)
www.amberpayne.net
amberp@terrafirmaglobalp
artners.com

Stainless Steel
Appliances
Eating Nook

1025 Arroyo Linda Court
If You Love The Outdoors...

...this property is ideal. Located on a cul-de-sac only minutes from the
lake for boating and fishing. Great views out all windows. Side deck for
relaxing. Nicely landscaped front yard.

Stylish Custom Lake VIEW Home!
http://lakeviewhome4sale.com

Attached Two Car
Garage
Boat/RV Parking

$425,000
3 Bdrm, 2 Bath
2,652 sq.ft.
Knotty Pine Living
Room w/Vaulted
Ceilings

AMBER PAYNE
REALTOR

Family Room
Master Suite w/
Jetted Tub &Access
to Deck

CalBre#: 01302244
707-235-1124
888-864-4133 (fax)
www.amberpayne.net
amberp@terrafirmaglobal
partners.com

Formal Dining
Room w/Deck
Access

1040 Blueridge Drive

Above Ground Pool

Spacious custom lake view home with amazing views only a Boat/RV Parking
scenic 45 minute drive from Napa. Close to Spanish Flat Village
Center stores & restaurant and Spanish Flat Resort boat launch. $499,000

Single Story With Scenic Lake Views!
www.eastridgedr.com

Spacious floor plan

3 Bedrms, 2 Baths
Vaulted, Beamed
Ceilings

AMBER PAYNE
REALTOR

Updated Kitchen

CalBre#: 01302244
707-235-1124
888-864-4133 (fax)
www.amberpayne.net
amberp@terrafirmaglobalp
artners.com

Formal Dining
Space
New Carpet, Paint,
& Cabinets

1076 Eastridge Drive

Wood Burning
Stove

Perfect Summer Home by the Lake...
...or year around fun in the sun or investment property. Don't miss your Indoor Laundry
chance to live the Lake Berryessa lifestyle. Enjoy beautiful mountain &
lake views. Indoor/outdoor living on the wrap around deck.

$315,000

Aquarius (1/20-2/18): This is a time of great
uncertainty for you, but it doesn’t mean the odds
of drawing an inside straight improves.
Pisces (2/19-3/20): Sometimes it’s good to just
sit back and watch the universe unfolding. But
other times, such as next Tuesday, it’s good to
stop baby carriages from rolling in front of
buses.
Aries (3/21-4/19): Your death next week with
come as a big surprise; but, due to your devout
Christianity, what comes after will be a terrible
shock.

Positions open - Hiring now!
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Spanish Flat Recreation Area
4290 Berryessa Knoxville Road
$12.00 / hour
Craig Morton
707-738-6863
Mike Medina
530-304-3595
www.spanishflatcamping.com
What's In A Name ..Putah Creek

The original name for the creek, as given by the local
Taurus (4/20 – 5/20: This is a great time for
Native Americans who once lived beside it, sounded
romance in the workplace, if you’re the sort of
something like "Liwaito" or "Leywe" according to
idiot who thinks that’s a good idea.
19th century texts written by people of limited
Gemini (5/21 – 6/21): You’ll suffer from a familiarity with the Patwin language.
continuing inability to enjoy anything but the
company of friends and family, the satisfaction "Putah" descends from "Puto", which is the name that
of a job well done, and the knowledge that you the Spanish settlers gave to the local Native American
tribe. The Spanish name for the creek was therefore
lived a life of dignity.
"Rio de los Putos", meaning River of the Putos. The
Cancer (6/22-7/22): You’re wasting your
Native American tribe in question referred to
potential by living life as you do now, but not as
themselves using a word which sounded something
much as you’re wasting your potential energy by
like Puttoy to the European settlers' ears.
not falling from high places.
Leo (7/23-8/22): You’re not the kind of person
who lets social conventions dictate how you live
life, but it would be nice if you could pull that off
Why isn't the 'Do Not Call' list working?
Why is anyone still getting robocalls in 2019. Why isn't the 'Do Not without being such a jerk.
Call' list working? The “National Do Not Call” list started in 2003 Virgo (8/23-9/22): The FBI will have to ask you
after many complaints about solicitation calls always seeming some tough questions next week, such as
coming at dinner time, even on weekends. I checked the Do Not Call whether true love really exists and what happens
website for my own history, to make sure I’m on it, and I found I did after we die.
register in 2005. But, that hasn’t stopped annoying phone calls Libra (9/23-10/22): They say you can never step
coming at all times of day and night. Why? Because the "National into the same river twice, but thanks to
Do Not Call" list only prohibits sales calls!
crocodiles and your refusal to learn how to swim,
What calls still get through? Political calls, charitable calls, debt once is all you’ll need.
collection, telephone surveys and informational calls...whatever Scorpio (10/23-11/21): There aren’t many
those are. Technology has made it tough to stop scammers, people who get as angry at a poorly made
especially when many calls come from overseas.
Manhattan cocktail as you do, making it easy for
So, what can you do? A friend told me that someone he knows runs investigators to figure out what happened.
a company that randomly calls phone numbers. If anyone answers, Sagittarius (11/22-12/21): You’ll worry about
that number is put on a list and sold to robocallers and scammers. I’ve your mental health when your dog suddenly
noticed that I get a lot of calls with the same area code and prefix as begins speaking to you in a commanding voice,
my cell phone number. That was a new ploy robocallers tried, but all it seems to want is food, water, and the
expecting you to answer a call with a familiar number. I no longer occasional walk.
answer those calls. I also no longer answer any calls with a number
I don’t recognize. If it is a real caller they will leave a message on my Capricorn (12/22-1/19): It’s true just one more
voice mail. Block each robocall after it comes in, report the illegal cookie won’t hurt, since volcanic activity will
sales calls and make sure your phone number is on the blocked list. soon render all your earthly concerns irrelevant..

Pasote Tequila & Berryessa Bass Tournaments Circuit
Thanks to the 28 Teams that fished the 8th event on Cinco de Mayo and
hosted out of Markley Cove. Next tournament is on Sunday 6/09/19! Also
on Sunday 6/9/19 the tournament will be out of the Capell Cove at the
FREE LAUNCH! berryessabass.weebly.com
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We had a cool & breezy Blast Off! Wind did pick up by weigh-ins! Most
of the teams got there limit while searching for a big bite all day, looks like
a ton of bucks are being caught! Most reported catching their fish in 1-15
feet of water. Water temps are up into the 68 degree to low 70’s range with
the water clarity slightly murky tan/green in areas and crystal clear in other
areas. Teams reported catching their fish on Swim Baits, Drop Shot, and
Reaction Baits. Most teams were fishing on the Main Body of the lake.
First Place went to Bob Dettling and Jason Kincannon with a sack that
weighed 17.09lbs and was anchored with a 4.65lb Kicker for 2nd Place
Big Fish! Second Place went to Gary Okusako and Dave Symmons again
who brought in a sack that weighed 15.98lbs. Third Place went to Brett
Leber and Chuck Kavros with a sack that weighed 14.72lbs and was
anchored by a 5.52lb kicker for 1st Place Big Fish.

Here's a fun old map of the "good ole days" which must have been printed in the late 80's. The
Berryessa Senior Center is on this map. It was first opened in 1984.

Fishing With Sid at Lake Berryessa
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Fishing for the season started for me this past Friday,
5/17. I took Tim and his children, James and Elena, out
for the day. We went to the back of the Monticello Ski
School for our first stop just to check it out. I saw no
real signs of fish activity.
Next stop was the Narrows where we trolled along the
rock wall with no bites. I decided to go towards the
vineyards. We trolled along the shoreline using Speed
Trap crank bait and Procure rainbow trout scent. Our
first catch was a largemouth bass that weighed a little
over 2 1/2 pounds. Elena did a good job bringing it in
and her dad netted it.
Tim was next to get a hit. He brought in a nice size bass
and Elena did a great job netting it. Our next bite was
a nice size crappie using the same lure. I found a spot
where we could worm and throw crank bait at the same
time. Using a 4 inch senco chartreuse colored worm
with brass and glass set-up and drop shot set-up we had
success landing bass.
We all agreed that it had been a very enjoyable day. If
you have any questions or stories you would like to
share or are interested in booking a guided fishing trip
please email me at bestguide@hotmail.com or call me
at 650-583-3333.

